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ABSTRACT
TEACHING PERSPECTIVE TAKING SKILLS TO CHILDREN WITH AUTISM SPECTRUM
DISORDER
By
Mitchell Cox
Children diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) often lack perspective taking skills as
evidenced by deficits in social communication and social interaction. The PEAK-T program
Deictic: Single-Reversal I and You has previously been utilized to teach and establish singular IYOU perspective taking repertoires in children with ASD, however no such studies exist for
teaching plural WE-THEY perspective taking repertoires. The present study replicated the
methods from a previous study (Belisle et al., 2016) to establish simple and single-reversal IYOU deictic relations, and extended the evaluation to establish simple and single-reversal WETHEY deictic relations. Of the four participants in this study, one participant was able to
demonstrate single-reversal I-YOU and WE-THEY deictic relations. Additionally, this
participant was able to demonstrate a transfer of function of these deictic relations to a novel
stimulus set. Three of the four participants were unable to demonstrate mastery criteria for both
I-YOU and WE-THEY single-reversal deictic relations, even after exposure to mixed training.
These results indicate that some children with ASD could benefit from deictic relational training
instruction through transfer of functions from I-YOU relations to WE-THEY relations, but others
may require additional training and/or prerequisite skills.
Keywords: Perspective taking, deictic relations, multiple exemplar training, arbitrarily
applicable derived relational responding
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) implemented an Autism and
Developmental Disabilities Monitoring Network (ADDM) from the years 2000-2016 (2020). In
2000 the ADDM estimated that 1 in 150 children had a diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD). Estimated prevalence of ASD has since increased drastically to 1 in 54 children as of
2016. The CDC provides information relating to diagnostic criteria for ASD through the
American Psychological Association’s (APA) diagnostic and statistical manual of mental
disorders (DSM) (2020). Diagnostic criteria for ASD includes deficits in social interaction and
communication, as well as the prevalence of restricted and repetitive behavior. Individuals with
ASD also display other related characteristics such as delayed language skills and delayed
cognitive or learning skills. Barriers displayed in such social skill repertoires severely impact the
ability for individuals with ASD to establish and maintain meaningful social relationships.
Forming and maintaining meaningful social relationships with others requires a repertoire
of social skills. Characteristics of social skills designed to promote the formation and
maintenance of social relationships include: ability to empathize, sympathize, engage in
reciprocal conversation, and engage in cooperative play (Rehfeldt et al., 2007). Many of the
aforementioned characteristics of social skills are commonly deficient among individuals with
autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Deficiency of social skills utilized in the formation and
maintenance of social relationships has been suggested to be a factor of deficient perspectivetaking ability (Rehfeldt et al., 2007).
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Some Developmental psychologists define perspective-taking in terms of a ‘theory of
mind’, as the ability to conceive mental states of oneself and others (Premack & Woodruff, 1978;
Baron-Cohen et al., 1985). Studies evaluating perspective-taking ability of children generally
suggest that a ‘theory of mind’ develops around four years of age (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985).
However, children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) have been aforementioned to display
deficits in perspective-taking ability. One such way developmental psychologists have
investigated the claim that children with ASD lack perspective-taking ability was to employ a
procedure known as the “Sally Anne Task”.
Baron-Cohen, Frith, and Leslie (1985) utilized the “Sally Anne Task” to evaluate
perspective-taking ability of typically developing children, children with Down’s Syndrome, and
children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). The “Sally Anne Task” involved exposing
participants to two dolls, named Sally and Anne. Experimenters then carried out the following
scenario using the dolls: Sally placing a marble in a basket, Sally leaving the area briefly, Anne
transferring the marble into a box, and Sally returning to the area. Participants directly observed
this scenario and were asked the following question by an experimenter upon Sally’s return to
the area: “Where will Sally look for her marble?”. Results of this study demonstrated that 23 of
27 typically developing children and 12 of 14 children with Down’s Syndrome were able to
accurately identify where Sally would look for the marble (i.e. basket). In contrast to this finding,
16 of 20 children with ASD were unable to accurately identify where Sally would look for the
marble. These results suggest that children with ASD were lacking the necessary perspectivetaking skills to identify that Sally would not have known the marble was moved, and therefore
should identify her basket as the location to look for the marble. From these results it was
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concluded that children with ASD who fail to correctly identify perspective, are lacking a ‘theory
of mind’.
Suggesting that children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) lack a ‘theory of mind’
because of failure to correctly respond to a perspective-taking task is a description without
parsimony (Schlinger, 2009). Without strong empirical evidence to support descriptions of a
lacking ‘theory of mind’, failure of children with ASD to respond to perspective-taking tasks
cannot be attributed to delays in development, especially when compared to typically developing
peers of similar mental age (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985). Recent research on the development of
perspective-taking has evaluated the aforementioned claims that ‘theory of mind’ is a product of
development. Jackson et al. (2014) conducted a study on perspective-taking in which typically
developing children and children with ASD were assessed on theory of mind tasks. Neither the
children with ASD or typically developing children demonstrated increases in theory of mind
task performance following repeated exposure. This result demonstrates that perspective-taking
does not develop as a product of normal development. A more parsimonious and empirically
based description is required.
Schlinger (2009) notes that a more parsimonious description as to why children with
ASD fail to demonstrate perspective-taking skills is due to an insufficient learning history. As
opposed to traditional assumptions that perspective-taking skills are acquired as a product of
development; behavior analysts contend that deficits in perspective-taking are the result of
insufficient learning histories (Rehfeldt et al., 2007). This behavior analytic view asserts that by
exposing children with ASD to a history of direct training, perspective-taking skills may be
acquired. There are several studies that have involved exposing children with ASD to direct
training on perspective-taking tasks, such as the “Sally Anne Task” (Swettenham, 1996;
3

Charlop-Christy et al., 2003). Such studies have successfully demonstrated the acquisition of
perspective-taking skills following a history of learning.
Despite successes in directly training perspective-taking skills to children with autism
spectrum disorder (ASD), the generalization of such skills was lacking (Swettenham, 1996). The
issue of generalization across children with ASD on such perspective-taking tasks was in part
addressed by Charlop-Christy et al. (2003) by programming for generalization. Charlop-Christy
et al. (2003) utilized video-modeling to teach perspective-taking to children with ASD across
multiple examples of stimuli. Results demonstrated that children with ASD were able to
correctly respond to questions of perspective across several different stimulus examples
employed. These results are indicative of generalization of perspective-taking.
Directly training and programming for generalization of perspective-taking skills still
presents with difficulty. To conceive mental states of oneself or of others involves behavior
which occurs within the individual, and has been deemed as private events (Skinner, 1953).
Private events, as they occur within the body of the individual, are unobservable to others except
from the verbal report presented by the individual. The behavior of perspective-taking occurs
within the individual, and may thus be considered a private event. Training and individual to
produce verbal reports about their own private behaviors may then cue in others to the
individual’s current state. Production of accurate verbal reports describing perspectives of
oneself and others requires an individual to relate a stimulus in the environment with themselves
or with others. Thus, teaching an individual to perspective-take requires teaching them how to
relationally respond to stimuli in the environment.
Private events which involve the individual to relationally respond, via verbal reports, to
stimuli in the environment have been considered to be a higher order skill (Rehfeldt et al., 2007).
4

Teaching complex (higher order) skills to children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) requires
a pragmatic approach, so as not to assume the function of behavior without empirical evidence or
implement programs without understanding how a particular behavior is acquired. Proponents of
behavior analysis have therefore begun following an approach concerned with evaluating and
teaching relational responding repertoires involved in perspective-taking based in learning
histories. A contemporary behavior analytic approach, known as relational frame theory (RFT),
provides a pragmatic methodology for establishing repertoires of complex relational responding,
such as perspective-taking (Hayes et al., 2001).
Relational Frame Theory
Relational frame theory (RFT) constitutes a behavior analytic approach aimed towards
explaining human language and cognition (Hayes et al., 2001). Human language and cognition,
as described by Hayes et al., (2001) entails that individuals develop or acquire relational
responding repertoires through a history of multiple exemplar training (MET). Relational
responding is thus considered to be a generalized operant separated only by frames defined by
unique properties of mutual entailment, combinatorial entailment, and transformation of
function. Relational frames constitute human language and cognition based upon the
applicability of such relational responding being arbitrarily depicted in natural social contexts.
Relational frames constitute behavior analytic units that are used to conceptualize the
contingencies under which relational responding occurs (Healy et al., 2000). The contingency
under which relational responding occurs is thought to begin with a differential learning history
under the control of a specific contextual cue that evokes relational responding (i.e. Responding
to some stimulus A in terms of some other stimulus B and reciprocally responding to stimulus B
in terms of stimulus A) (Hayes et al., 2001). This form of responding relies on the functional
5

similarity that stimuli share due to differential reinforcement histories under a specific contextual
cue. This means that stimuli within a relational frame operant class share few defining
topographical features, other than their function on responding. This is why proponents of
relational frame theory (RFT) consider relational responding to be a generalized operant
behavior.
Perspective-taking is thus considered to be a generalized operant due to the functionally
driven aspect of stimuli responded to (Hayes et al., 2001). Topographical features of stimuli play
little role in how someone responds to contextual cues which outline perspective. Responses
defining perspective involve relating stimuli only in the way that correctly answer a contextual
cue outlining the perspective to be taken. For example, while ‘you’ and ‘I’ may see a variety of
different objects throughout the day, our specific perspective is defined by who is seeing the
object rather than what the object is or what type of object it is. If ‘you’ saw a basketball today,
but ‘I’ did not, then the topographical features of the basketball play no part in how a response is
made. A response is made through relating the basketball to the perspective of who saw it when
presented with a contextual cue, “Who saw a basketball today?”.
Production of relational responses across topographically differing stimuli suggests that
there is discrimination of relationships between stimuli (Blackledge, 2003). Acquiring the ability
to discriminate relationships between stimuli involves a history of reinforcement for responding
to multiple examples of stimuli. Training multiple exemplars for specific relational responses
allows for refinement or discrimination of relevant features required for relational responding
tasks (Hayes et al., 2001). In terms of perspective-taking, multiple exemplar training could
involve exposing an individual to several pictures of topographically varying objects and
teaching them to relate each picture to being of their perspective (i.e. “I see a tree/dog/ball”).
6

Multiple exemplar training is useful when training relational responding because the
implementation of several examples aids in discrimination of relations and promotes
transformation of function to other novel examples that may be encountered (Hayes et al., 2001).
As direct training is implemented to teach discrimination of relations with stimuli, a phenomenon
known as mutual entailment often follows. As explained by Blackledge, (2003) mutual
entailment is a form of derived relational responding in which stimulus A is related to stimulus B
in a specific way, and stimulus B is related to stimulus A in specific way. In terms of
perspective-taking, mutual entailment generally occurs between the following frames of
perspective: I-You, Here-There, and Now-Then (Hayes et al., 2001). Mutual entailment of
perspective-taking frames involves another characteristic of relational frame theory known as
transformation of functions.
Transformation of function entails that relations between stimuli can change when the
function of stimuli being related are changed (Blackledge, 2003). For example, suppose ‘I’ am
sitting across a table from ‘you’ and a double-sided picture card is held between us. ‘I’ identify a
picture of a cat from my perspective and ‘you’ identify a ball from your perspective. However,
when the picture card is flipped a transformation of function occurs. The picture of the cat is now
functioning to serve your perspective while the picture of the ball is now functioning to serve my
perspective, when before the function was the opposite.
Generalized operant behavior, mutual entailment, and transformation of function
functionally describe relational responding, specifically in terms of perspective-taking. The
component of relational frame theory that establishes relational responding, and in this case
perspective-taking, as a social behavior is the arbitrary applicability (Hayes et al., 2001). In terms
of perspective-taking, arbitrary applicability asserts that relational responding occurs as a result
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of the relation between arbitrary properties of stimuli (Blackledge, 2003). The properties of
formal stimuli in the environment are only relevant to the perspective an individual relates to
them.
As Rehfeldt et al. (2007) noted, the ability to take the perspective of others is suggested
to greatly aid to an individual’s success in social contexts. Therefore, establishing perspectivetaking repertoires may promote the mediation of social relationships. Relational frame theory
specifies three frames of perspective crucial to the emergence of adept social skills: I-You, HereThere, and Now-Then (Hayes et al., 2001). Through the utilization of relational frame theory, it
is possible for these frames of perspective to be established. Perspective-taking under the scope
of relational frame theory is specified as deictic relational responding. Recently, a growing body
deictic relational frame research has come about.
Research on Deictic Relational Frames
McHugh et al. (2004) conducted one of the first behavior analytic driven studies on
deictic relational frames, in attempt to conceptualize the acquisition of perspective-taking skills
among typically developing individuals. Five different age ranges were assessed: 3-5 years, 6-8
years, 9-11 years, 12-14 years, and 18-30 years. All participants were exposed to a procedure
known as the Barnes-Holmes protocol. This protocol involved testing participants perspectivetaking skills across three deictic frames of perspective: I-You, Here-There, and Now-Then.
Additionally, each deictic frame was tested across three levels of relational complexity: Simple,
revered, and double reversed. The first experiment within the study assessed perspective-taking
skill, and was used to produce a developmental profile for participants. Experiment 2 was a
control used to assess whether length of perspective statements was a factor upon responding,
and experiment 3 was used to assess whether cues were a factor upon responding.
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Results of experiment 1 demonstrated that perspective-taking skills appeared to emerge
as a function of age (McHugh et al., 2004). In general, adult participants produced less errors
across deictic frames and relational complexity levels when compared to younger participants.
Across all age groups a trend appeared, demonstrating that fewer errors were produced with the
I-You deictic frame, as well as fewer errors at the simplest level of relational complexity. Results
from experiment 2 indicate that length of statements were not a factor influencing poor
performance on perspective-taking tasks among younger age groups. Complexity of relational
responding was likely the factor affecting performance, as statement length remained equal
among groups, and the only difference being that the experimental group responded to relational
statements while the control group did not. Results of experiment 3 further supported that errors
produced were due to complexity involved in relational responding rather than possible cueing
occurring between experimenter and participant. An automated version of the Barnes-Holmes
protocol demonstrated no significant difference in relational responding between the table-top
and automated procedural variations.
A number of studies have utilized the Barnes-Holmes protocol or variations of the
protocol to investigate the acquisition of deictic relational responding (Rehfeldt et al., 2007; Weil
et al., 2011; Jackson et al., 2014; Gilroy et al., 2015). One such study was conducted with
younger typically developing children using the table-top version of the Barnes-Holmes protocol
(Weil et al., 2011). Three typically developing children between the ages of 4-5 were evaluated
on ability to acquire perspective-taking skills to demonstrate whether multiple-exemplar training
would be a viable option for training younger children on the Barnes-Holmes protocol. A
multiple-probe design was utilized to assess baseline, training, and generalization performance
across deictic relations and relation complexity level.
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Results of this study demonstrated that younger typically developing children can be
taught to acquire deictic relational responding skills via exposure to the Barnes-Holmes protocol
(Weil et al., 2011). This evidence provides sustenance to a growing body of literature suggesting
that deictic relational responding tasks can be taught and contextually controlled. Additionally,
implementation of a table-top version of the Barnes-Holmes protocol may be more naturalistic
and productive than computerized versions as employed by Rehfeldt et al. (2007). However,
while it is beneficial to demonstrate that typically developing children can be taught to acquire
deictic relational responding, children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) may also benefit.
The following study investigated whether children with higher functioning autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) could acquire deictic relational responding ability via a computerized
version of the Barnes-Holmes protocol (Rehfeldt et al., 2007). Additionally, participants with
ASD were assessed on their overall ability to relationally respond across deictic relations and
level of relation complexity. Experiment 1 of this study evaluated the current level of deictic
relational responding ability. Experiment 2 implemented the computerized version of the BarnesHolmes protocol as the first attempt to teach two typically developing children how to acquire
deictic relational responding ability.
Results of experiment 1 demonstrate that participants with autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) produce significantly more errors on deictic relational responding tasks, with the
exception of the double-revered complexity level (Rehfeldt et al., 2007). This finding is likely
explainable by the fact that correct responses to double-reversed relations were essentially the
same as what the simple relation responses would have been. Results of experiment 2
demonstrated that deictic relational responding could be directly taught to typically developing
children via a history of reinforcement on the Barnes-Holmes protocol. While these results
10

demonstrate that children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) display deficits in deictic
relational responding, there was no attempt to teach acquisition of deictic relational responding
to them.
A study conducted by Jackson et al. (2014) set out to extend the research of Weil et al.
(2011) by including participants with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Therefore, three
participants diagnosed with ASD served as participants in the experimental condition. Similarly,
to the Weil et al. (2011) study, participants were exposed to a multiple probe design. The
multiple probe entailed participants responding to test probes on perspective taking tasks before
and after exposure to direct training across deictic relations and relation complexity.
Results of this study suggest that children diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) are able to acquire deictic relational responding repertoires following direct training
(Jackson et al., 2014). All three experimental participants with ASD demonstrated the ability to
relationally respond when presented with a history of reinforcement for direct training on deictic
relational frame tasks. These results extend evidence as portrayed by Weil et al. (2011) by
demonstrating that children with ASD can be taught to relationally respond across deictic
relational frames and relational complexity. Furthermore, these results suggest that a history of
reinforcement is crucial to the emergence of deictic relational responding.
Unfortunately, tests of perspective-taking skills acquired during deictic relational
responding training were not well generalized to theory of mind tasks (Jackson et al., 2014). This
suggests that the Barnes-Holes protocol may not be sufficient for teaching children with autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) to acquire generalized perspective-taking repertoires. It’s possible that
children with ASD may require more direct training across deictic relations and complexity
levels in order to acquire sufficient perspective-taking repertoires. Additionally, programming
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for deictic relational responding fluency and the implementation of more naturalistic training
procedures may produce greater success for children with ASD to acquire generalized
perspective-taking repertoires.
Naturalistic training procedures may prove more fruitful for teaching children with
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) to acquire generalized deictic relational responding repertoires
(Gilroy et al., 2015). Gilroy et al. therefore conducted a study in which deictic relational
responding was directly taught through utilization of a story book reading approach. Three
children diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) participated in the study. Participants
were exposed to questions regarding deictic frames across levels of relational complexity,
embedded within story books. Additionally, participants were exposed to a generalization probe
following training and testing, which involved a novel experimenter implementing the
procedure.
Results of this study demonstrate that children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
were able to generalize deictic relational responding across experimenters implementing the
procedure (Gilroy et al., 2015). All three participants demonstrated the ability to acquire and
generalize deictic relational responding when presented with more naturalistic story book
questions. These results suggest that children with ASD may be able to not only acquire deictic
relational responding repertoires, but generalize these skills to more naturalistic settings.
Furthermore, this evidence suggests that future studies should evaluate more naturalistic teaching
procedures when training deictic relational responding with children diagnosed with ASD.
Recently, a more standardized approach known as Promoting the Emergence of
Advanced Knowledge Transformation Module has been employed to teach relational skills to
children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) (PEAK-T; Dixon, 2016). Utilization of this
12

standardized approach was employed in attempt to establish deictic relational responding among
individuals with more severe forms of ASD (Belisle et al., 2016). Up to this point deictic
relational responding studies have mostly included typically developing individuals and even
fewer have included individuals with higher functioning ASD (Jackson et al., 2014; Gilroy et al.,
2015). Thus, exposing individuals with more severe forms of ASD to standardized deictic
relational training is crucial to the advancement of evidence supporting the need for relational
training interventions.
A study conducted by Belisle et al. (2016) sought to investigate whether utilization of a
standardized approach known as PEAK-T would be sufficient for teaching deictic relational
skills to three children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Through implementation of PEAKT Program: Deictic: Single-Reversal I and You, participants were exposed to visual deictic
relational training, (Dixon, 2016). Implementation of this PEAK-T program involved directly
training the You relation and intermittent testing for mutual entailment of the I relation.
Additionally, following direct training and testing of the I and You relations, probes were
implemented with a novel stimulus set in order to test for transfer of functions.
A multiple baseline design across participants with an embedded multiple probe design
was utilized for this study (Belisle et al., 2016). All participants were exposed to a baseline (A)
phase in order to attain current level of deictic relational responding skill, a direct training (B)
phase for the single-reversal You relation, and a transfer (C) phase to test for transfer of function
to a novel stimulus set. Additionally, a mixed training (D) phase was implemented in the event
any participant failed to derive the mutually entailed I relation. Mixed training involved directly
training both the You and I relation.
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Within the single-reversal training phase participants were directly taught to correctly
identify the You relation when presented with a double-sided picture card and the contextual cue,
“If you were me and I was you, what would you see?” (Belisle et al., 2016). Participants were
permitted 3 seconds to respond correctly, for which verbal praise was provided. Incorrect
responses prompted the experimenter to instruct the participant to “try again”, and if incorrect
responding continued they were given the correct answer. Intermittent test probes conducted
throughout the training phase involved the experimenter presenting a double-sided picture card
and the contextual cue, “If I was you and you were me, what would I see?”. No feedback or
reinforcement was provided for responses on test probes.
Results of the Belisle et al. (2016) study demonstrated that all three participants were able
to correctly respond to single-reversal visual perspective taking tasks as presented by PEAK-T
Program Deictic: Single-Reversal I and You (Dixon, 2016). Two of the three participants
demonstrated the ability to mutually entail the single-reversal I relation after being directly
trained on the single-reversal You relation. One participant required additional mixed training to
demonstrate acquisition of single-reversal I and You deictic relations. All three participants
demonstrated a transfer of functions when presented with a novel stimulus set.
These results demonstrate that the PEAK-T standardized approach was sufficient for
teaching children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) how to correctly respond when presented
with visual perspective-taking tasks (Belisle et al., 2016). Demonstration of mutual entailment
between I and You deictic relations as well as transfer of function to a novel stimulus set support
the relational frame theory (RFT) approach to establishing relational repertoires. However, visual
perspective-taking tasks, such as that presented in the current study, only comprise a small set of
skills required for perspective-taking. Future research is required to conceptualize and teach
14

more complex perspective-taking skills. Additionally, I and You deictic relations only comprise
one set of interpersonal relations that can be trained. Future research should also consider
teaching other forms of interpersonal deictic relations, such as We and They.
Rationale
Social skills such as reciprocal conversation, cooperative play, and ability to empathize
characterize a behavioral repertoire known as perspective taking (Rehfeldt et al., 2007). Fluent
perspective taking repertoires are suggested to be imperative for an individual to succeed in
social situations. One such method for establishing perspective taking repertoires is to train
fluent deictic relational responding (Belisle et al., 2016). Belisle et al. (2016) demonstrated
deictic relational responding as a generalized operant behavior. Experimenters directly trained
YOU relations through use of DTT and one set of picture cards (i.e. cards with different pictures
on either side). Derived I relations were additionally tested intermittently during training.
Baseline procedures were utilized during a post-test with a second novel set of picture cards to
test for generalization involving a transfer of stimulus functions.
As noted in the above review, derived deictic responses to I-YOU and reversals of the IYOU relations can be established through the use of multiple exemplar training and discrete trial
training (Belisle et al., 2016). One limitation of these studies is the lack of establishment for
other deictic functions, such as plural We and They relations. Therefore, the purpose of the
current study was to replicate the procedures used by Belisle et al., (2016) and extend the
literature by implementing training procedures designed to promote plural, single-reversal WeThey relations among individuals with ASD.
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CHAPTER II: METHODS

Participants, Setting, and Materials
This study took place at a university’s behavior analytic service center in the Midwest of
the United States. Research was conducted in either one of four treatment rooms, roughly 10ft by
10 ft in size; containing a table, chairs, and toy shelf along the wall. Research was conducted at a
table with two chairs facing opposite from each other for I-YOU relations, using discrete trial
training (DTT). For WE-THEY relations there four chairs; two chairs on each side of the table.
Research was conducted by trained BCBA’s, BCaBA’s, and/or RBT’s currently employed at the
center. Participants included 3 children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) diagnoses and 1
participant diagnosed with Global Developmental Delay (GDD), recruited based on current
enrollment in the center’s early intensive language learning (EI-LL) program.
Participant 1 was an 8-year-old male diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and
hypotonia. ABLLS-R re-assessment results demonstrate that participant 1 scores 298/906 (33%)
on the nine skill categories (A-I) assessed. Participant 2 was a 7-year-old male diagnosed with
autism spectrum disorder (ASD). ABLLS-R assessment results demonstrate that participant 2
scores 826/906 (91%) on the nine skill categories (A-I) assessed. Participant 3 was an 8-year-old
male diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). ABLLS-R assessment results demonstrate
that participant 3 scores 584/906 (64%) on the nine skill categories (A-I) assessed. Participant 4
was a 7-year-old female diagnosed with global development delay (GDD). ABLLS-R assessment
results demonstrate the participant 4 scores 294/906 (32%) on the nine skill categories (A-I)
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assessed. For reference, typically developing 5-year-olds demonstrate a score of 891/906 (98%)
on the first nine skill categories (A-I).
Prior to implementation of the intervention, participants individual skill scores for
labeling pictures, answering “what” questions, labeling pronouns, and delayed labeling were
evaluated as possible prerequisites to deictic relational responding. Participant 1 demonstrated
the ability to label at least 50 pictures, but did not demonstrate the ability to perform any of the
other prerequisite skills. Participant 2 demonstrated the ability to label at least 100 pictures,
fluently answers “what” questions, label at least 8 pronouns, and label pictures following delays
up to 5-seconds. Participant 3 demonstrated the ability to label at least 100 pictures, answer at
least 10 “what” questions, and label pictures following delays up to 3-seconds. Participant 4
demonstrated the ability to label at least 20 pictures and label pictures following delays up to 3seconds.
Inclusion criteria for this study required that participants be able to label all pictures
included within each stimulus set. Results obtained from baseline indicated that three of the four
participants were unable to respond at mastery level for simple I-YOU and WE-THEY deictic
relations. Pre-experimental assessment further demonstrated that all participants were unable to
respond at mastery level for single-reversal I-YOU (sI-sYOU) and WE-THEY (sWE-sTHEY)
deictic relations.
Materials included those adapted from PEAK-T program Deictic: Single-Reversal I and
YOU. Stimuli included 2 sets of 3 picture cards with a picture on either side of the card to be
used for training, testing, and transfer of stimulus functions for deictic relations. An additional
set of 3 picture cards were included for direct training of all relations in the case of any
participant who failed to demonstrate derived relational responding during test trials. Pictures
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used in set 1 included a frog, eggs, boat, ball, sock, and cat; pictures used in set 2 included a bed,
school bus, hat, flower, shoes, and pizza; pictures used in set 3 included a swing set, fish, apple
blocks, duck, and hairbrush (see appendix I).
Experimental Design and Data Collection
A non-concurrent multiple baseline across participants and behaviors design with
embedded probes was used to investigate deictic relational responding. Trials were presented
using discrete trial training (DTT) in a mixed trial block format. Trials were run in blocks of 12
using PEAK-T scoring sheets to record each response as either independent (10), prompted
(8,4,2), or incorrect (0) for training trials. Testing trials were scored as either independent (10) or
incorrect (0) in a separate trial block. Use of prompting was implemented in a least-to-most
intrusive format unless otherwise specified. The prompt hierarchy used is as follows: Gesture to
the person(s) perspective to be taken (8), partial verbal – providing the first sound of the
picture/tact delay – briefly showing the participant the opposite side of the card before presenting
the contextual cue (4), or full verbal – providing the full word of the picture to be repeated back
(2). The dependent variable (DV); correct independent responses (10) were counted towards the
overall score for each trial block (i.e. If the participant responded independently on 7/10 trials
then the overall score would be 70%).
Interobserver agreement (IOA) was collected for 33% of trials as the total number of
trials in agreement divided by the total number of trials recorded. Total IOA across participants
was observed to be 97% agreement. IOA scores for each participant were 93.75% for participant
1, 100% for participant 2, and 97% for participants 3 and 4. Additionally, procedural fidelity was
collected for 33% trials as the number of opportunities to implement steps within the procedure
divided by the number of missed opportunities. Total procedural fidelity was observed to be 96%
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across all participants. Procedural fidelity scores for each participant were 97% for participant 1,
94% for participant 2, 99% for participant 3, and 95% for participant 4.
Procedures
General Procedures
Each phase was systematically implemented beginning with baseline, in which the
independent variables; simple and single-reversal I-YOU/WE-THEY relations were tested across
training presentation (A-B), testing presentation (B-A), and transfer of function presentation (CD, D-C). Training and testing presentations were conducted with stimulus set 1 and transfer of
function testing with stimulus set 2. Each of the remaining four phases were implemented in a
train/test (A-B/B-A) format, including direct training/testing of simple and single-reversal IYOU/WE-THEY deictic relations using stimulus set 1. Tests for generalization (C-D, D-C) were
implemented following demonstration of mastery criteria for trained/tested simple and singlereversal I-YOU/WE-THEY deictic relations using stimulus set 2. Participants who failed to
demonstrate mastery criteria for trained/tested simple or single-reversal I-YOU/WE-THEY
deictic relations during any phase were subject to multiple exemplar training for both the trained
(A-B) and tested (B-A) presentations of picture cards with stimulus set 3.
Phase 1: Baseline
Baseline included testing for trained (A-B), tested (B-A), and generalized (C-D)
presentations of simple and single reversal I-YOU/WE-THEY deictic relations. Results of
baseline were used to obtain the current level of deictic relational responding for each
participant. Simple I-YOU, single-reversal I-YOU, simple WE-THEY, and single-reversal WETHEY deictic relations were each tested over 1 trial block. Testing of I-YOU deictic relations
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involved the experimenter and participant sitting on opposite sides of a table facing each other.
Testing for WE-THEY deictic relations involved the participant and experimenter sitting next to
each other while two other clinicians sat next to each other on the opposite side of the table. Prior
to presenting each trial the experimenter instructed participants to tact the image on both sides of
the stimulus card. Presentation of each trial included the experimenter verbally establishing the
relational context (Crel) based on relation and complexity level and presenting the stimulus card
so that the participant and experimenter saw opposite sides. Simple I-YOU/WE-THEY relations
were presented by the Crel, “What do I/we see?” or “What do you/they see?”. Single-reversal IYOU relations were presented by the Crel, “If I were you what would I see?” or “If you were me
what would you see?”. Single-reversal WE-THEY relations were presented by the Crel, “If we
were them what would we see?” or “If they were us what would they see?”. Following
completion of baseline, participants were systematically exposed to each phase of intervention.
Phase 2: Simple I-YOU Training and Generalization
Establishing simple I-YOU deictic relations involved directly training A-B presentation
using multiple exemplar training (MET) with stimulus set 1. Following each trained A-B
presentation a test for B-A (flipped) presentation was implemented in order to establish deictic
relational responding as a generalized operant response class. Training and testing were
implemented until demonstration of correct independent responding of 90% or higher for 2
consecutive trial blocks was achieved for trained/tested trial types. Failure to demonstrate
mastery criteria for either trained or tested presentations resulted in additional multiple exemplar
training using stimulus set 3, as described in the general procedures. Following demonstration of
mastery criteria, 1 trial block of testing for generalization was implemented using stimulus set 2.
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Procedures for presentation of simple I-YOU deictic relations were identical to baseline except
for the use of reinforcement and/or prompting for trained presentations.
Phase 3: Single-Reversal I-YOU Training and Generalization
Establishing single-reversal I-YOU deictic relations involved directly training A-B
presentation using multiple exemplar training (MET) with stimulus set 1. Following each trained
A-B presentation a test for B-A (flipped) presentation was implemented in order to establish
deictic relational responding as a generalized operant response class. Training and testing were
implemented until demonstration of correct independent responding of 90% or higher for 3
consecutive trial blocks was achieved for the directly trained presentations. Failure to
demonstrate mastery criteria for either trained or tested presentations resulted in additional
multiple exemplar training with stimulus set 3. Following demonstration of mastery criteria, 1
trial block of testing for generalization was implemented using stimulus set 2. Procedures for
presentation of single-reversal I-YOU deictic relations were identical to baseline except for the
use of reinforcement and/or prompting for trained presentations.
Phase 4: Simple WE-THEY Training and Generalization
Establishing simple WE-THEY deictic relations involved directly training A-B
presentation using multiple exemplar training (MET) with stimulus set 1. Following each trained
A-B presentation a test for B-A (flipped) presentation was implemented in order to establish
deictic relational responding as a generalized operant response class. Training and testing were
implemented until demonstration of correct independent responding of 90% or higher for 3
consecutive trial blocks was achieved for the directly trained presentations. Failure to
demonstrate mastery criteria for either trained or tested presentations resulted in additional
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multiple exemplar training with stimulus set 3. Following demonstration of mastery criteria, 1
trial block of testing for generalization was implemented using stimulus set 2. Procedures for
presentation of simple WE-THEY deictic relations were identical to baseline except for the use
of reinforcement and/or prompting for trained presentations.
Phase 5: Single-Reversal WE-THEY Training and Generalization
Establishing single-reversal WE-THEY deictic relations involved directly training A-B
presentation using multiple exemplar training (MET) with stimulus set 1. Following each trained
A-B presentation a test for B-A (flipped) presentation was implemented in order to establish
deictic relational responding as a generalized operant response class. Training and testing were
implemented until demonstration of correct independent responding of 90% or higher for 3
consecutive trial blocks was achieved for the directly trained presentations. Failure to
demonstrate mastery criteria for either trained or tested presentations resulted in additional
multiple exemplar training with stimulus set 3. Following demonstration of mastery criteria, 1
trial block of testing for generalization was implemented using stimulus set 2. Procedures for
presentation of single-reversal WE-THEY deictic relations were identical to baseline except for
the use of reinforcement and/or prompting for trained presentations.
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CHAPTER III: RESULTS

The results as displayed by Figure 1, show the acquisition of I-You and We-They deictic
relational frames across simple and single-reversal relational complexity levels for participants 1,
3, and 4. Participant 1 demonstrated an average score of 47% for simple I-You relations and an
average score of 42% for single-reversal I-You relations during baseline. Additionally,
participant 1 demonstrated an average score of 44% for simple We-They relations and an
average score of 42% for single-reversal We-They relations during baseline. Following baseline,
participant 1 was introduced to simple I-You training, during which they demonstrated chancelevel responding (50%) consistently across at least 3 trial blocks (i.e. steady-state responding).
These results indicated that participant 1 was not acquiring the simple I-You relations and was
then introduced to mixed training of both relations. Participant 1 demonstrated steady-state
responding for mixed training of both relations. These results indicated that participant 1 was
still unable to acquire the simple I-You relations. Therefore, mixed training of both relations
continued with a change in prompting. Following this prompting change, participant 1 began to
demonstrate correct responding above chance-levels with an increasing trend. Baseline probes
were implemented for single-reversal I-You, simple We-They, and single-reversal We-They
relations prior to phase changes. Baseline probes demonstrated average scores of 44%, 42%, and
33% for single-reversal I-You, simple We-They, and single-reversal We-They relations,
respectively. Participant 1 was unable to complete this deictic relational training program due to
the university thesis deadline for submission.
Figure 2 depicts results of deictic relational training for participant 2. Participant 2
demonstrated an average score of 97% for simple I-You relations and an average score of 3% for
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single-reversal I-You relations, during baseline. Additionally, participant 2 demonstrated an
average score of 100% for simple We-They relations and an average score of 0% for singlereversal We-They relations, during baseline. Following baseline, participant 2 was exposed to
single-reversal I-You training. Participant 2 demonstrated steady state responding (i.e. consistent
levels of responding across at least 3 trial blocks) until mastery criteria was met (i.e. 2
consecutive trial blocks above 90% for both training and testing). A test probe for generalization
of responding to an untrained stimulus set was implemented, and a score of 100% was observed.
Participant 2 was then exposed to single-reversal We-They training. Participant 2 demonstrated
steady state responding at 100% until mastery criteria was met. A test probe for generalization
was implemented, and a score of 100% was observed. Participant 2 demonstrated ability to
complete this deictic relational training program.
Participant 3 demonstrated an average score of 69% for simple I-You relations and an
average score of 31% for single-reversal I-You relations, during baseline. Additionally,
participant 3 demonstrated an average score of 50% for simple We-They relations and an
average score of 39% for single-reversal We-They relations, during baseline. Following baseline,
participant 3 was exposed to simple I-You training. Participant 3 demonstrated acquisition of
simple I-YOU responding with an increasing trend until mastery criteria was met. Upon mastery
of simple I-You relations, participant 3 was exposed to a generalization test probe, to which they
demonstrated a score of 80%. Participant 3 was then exposed to baseline probes for all remaining
untrained relations. Participant 3 demonstrated an average score of 33% for single-reversal I-You
relations and an average score of 59% for simple We-They relations. Participant 3 was unable to
progress any further prior to the conclusion of this study due to the university’s thesis submission
deadline approaching.
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Participant 4 demonstrated an average score of 47% for simple I-You relations and an
average score of 50% for single-reversal I-You relations, during baseline. Additionally,
participant 4 demonstrated an average score of 47% for simple We-They relations and an
average score of 33% for single-reversal We-They relations, during baseline. Following baseline,
participant 4 was exposed to simple I-You training. Participant 4 initially demonstrated
increasing scores ranging from 17% to 50%, however then demonstrated consistent responding
at chance-levels (50%) for at least 3 trial blocks (i.e. steady state responding). Due to inability to
demonstrate progress during the training phase, participant 4 was exposed to mixed training of
both relations. During mixed training, participant 4 demonstrated chance-level responding with
variability in scores, ranging from 17% to 50%. Additionally, participant 4 was exposed to a
prompt hierarchy from least-to-most to most-to-least for the last 2 trial blocks conducted due to
increases in the occurrence of disruptive behaviors. Prior to beginning mixed training, participant
4 was exposed to test probes for all untrained relations. Participant 4 demonstrated an average
score of 45% for single-reversal I-You relations, 44% for simple We-They relations, and 45% for
single-reversal We-They relations. Participant 4 was unable to complete this deictic relational
training program prior to the conclusion of this study due to the university’s thesis submission
deadline approaching.
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Figure 1
Participants 1, 3, & 4

Note. This graph displays the percentage of correct responses for simple I-You, single-reversal IYou, simple We-They, and single-reversal We-They deictic relations.
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Figure 2
Participant 2

Note: This graph displays the percentage of correct responses for simple I-You, single-reversal IYou, simple We-They, and single-reversal We-They deictic relations.
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CHAPTER IV: DISCUSSION

The purpose of the current study was to replicate the training procedures utilized by
Belisle et al. (2016) to demonstrate that children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) can
establish arbitrarily applicable derived relational responding repertoires. Additionally, this study
sought to extend the literature by exposing participants to a plural form of interpersonal deictic
relations (i.e. We and They). The same procedures utilized by Belisle et al. (2016) were
implemented in attempt to establish plural We and They deictic relations. Therefore, if
participants demonstrated the acquisition of We and They deictic relations, then it could be
suggested that future research and perspective-taking interventions employ procedures which
promote the emergence of other forms of interpersonal deictic relations.
Results of this study did not sufficiently demonstrate acquisition of interpersonal I and
You deictic relational repertoires through a history of multiple exemplar training with children
with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Additionally, the acquisition of other forms of
interpersonal deictic relations, such as We and They were not sufficiently demonstrated. One of
the four participants in the current study was able to demonstrate We and They deictic relational
responding following a history of multiple exemplar training. However, two of the four
participants did not acquire simple I and You deictic relational responding following training.
Even for one of the two participants that did reach mastery criterion for simple I and You deictic
relational responding, was unable to demonstrate mastery level criterion when presented with a
test probe for transfer of function. It should be noted that the two participants who failed to
demonstrate the acquisition of deictic relational responding for simple I and You relations likely
did not have sufficient prerequisite skills. These two participants have not previously
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demonstrated intraverbal skills such as responding to WH questions (i.e. who, what, when,
where, why, and how) or delayed tacting, which are both skills required for responding to
questions of perspective as employed in the current study. Additionally, these two participants
have not been previously assessed on relational responding skills as portrayed by PEAK-T
(Dixon, 2016). This is because assessment of relational responding skills as described by PEAKT, requires complex receptive and expressive skills not previously observed with these
participants, such as the ability to attend to complex verbal instructions. These complex
relational skills include the ability to compare non-arbitrary properties of objects, categorizing
non-arbitrary properties of the physical environment, and interpreting events occurring in the
environment in terms of perspective. Additionally, Deictic frames are considered to be one of the
more complex relational skills due to the abstract nature of perspective-taking (Hayes et al.,
2001). Therefore, these two participants may not have acquired less complex prerequisite
relational responding skills necessary before exposure to deictic relational training.
Other variations of procedures for training the acquisition of deictic relations may be
more effective for establishing this skill set. The most notable variation, mentioned in the
literature, for training deictic relations is the Barnes-Holmes Protocol (McHugh et al., 2004). The
Barnes-Holmes protocol involves training deictic relations by presenting perspective-taking
questions in regard to the possession of tangible objects. Utilizing tangible objects may be more
effective for establishing deictic relational responding due to physical possession of objects,
which consequently allows the participant to visually see both objects. Therefore, the abstraction
of nonarbitrary objects in relation to an arbitrary frame of perspective may be simpler than
abstraction of pictures to the same frames of perspective. The current study utilized pictures of
objects rather than tangible objects themselves. It is possible that implementation of a larger
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array of pictures or more salient pictures to the individual may overcome the possible issues in
abstraction of perspective. Additionally, recruiting participants based upon delayed tacting
abilities may also drive more success in training deictic relational responding using double-sided
picture cards.
Participant 2 did demonstrate the ability to relationally respond to both I-You and WeThey deictic relations across both simple and single-reversal complexity levels. This encouraging
result suggests that children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) can be taught to relationally
respond across various interpersonal deictic relations such as We and They. Although, this
participant demonstrated the ability to demonstrate mastery criterion level responding fairly
quickly. This begs the question of whether this participant already possessed perspective-taking
skills or whether maturation effects from the single-reversal I and You training was the result of
single-reversal We and They deictic relational responding acquisition. Despite possible
interpretations of this participants’ acquisition of the We and They deictic relations, future
research and perspective-taking interventions should employ other forms of interpersonal deictic
relations (i.e. We and They) in their training process. Additionally, participant 3 demonstrated
the acquisition of simple I and You deictic relations, and was likely only unsuccessful in
demonstrating acquisition of single-reversal I-You, simple We-They, and single-reversal WeThey deictic relations due to time constraints. If this participants’ progress on the simple I-You
deictic training is indicative of future success with the other relations and complexity levels, then
intervention should continue.
The current study sought to replicate multiple exemplar training procedures utilized to
establish arbitrarily applicable derived relational responding for single-reversal I and You deictic
frames, but also to establish the plural We and They forms of interpersonal deictic frames. This
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was done by replicating the PEAK-T Deictic: Single-Reversal I and You standardized program
for We and They relations (Dixon, 2016). Belisle et al., (2016) demonstrated that children with
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) were able to acquire simple visual perspective-taking for I and
You deictic frames. Therefore, by replicating the effects observed by Belisle et al., (2016)
children with ASD should be able to additionally acquire simple visual perspective-taking for
We and They deictic frames. While participant 2 demonstrated the ability to acquire singlereversal We and They perspective-taking, and participant 3 demonstrating ability to acquire
simple I and You perspective taking, participants 1 and 4 were unable to demonstrate learning.
Even when exposed to direct multiple exemplar training for all relations participants 1 and 4
were unable to demonstrate learning. Participant 1 was exposed to a prompt change, which
entailed replacing the delayed tact prompt with a picture possession prompt derived from
procedures utilized in the Barnes-Holmes protocol (McHugh et al., 2004). However, time
constraints did not provide enough evidence to determine whether this prompt change was
effective. Additionally, participant 4 was exposed to a prompt hierarchy change, in which mostto-least prompting was employed rather than least-to-most prompting. This was implemented
due to increases in the occurrence of disruptive behaviors, thought to be affecting response
effort. Conclusions of this study suggest a history of multiple exemplar training may not be
sufficient for establishing deictic relational responding amongst children with ASD who don’t
possess the necessary prerequisite relational skills.
Limitations
There are a number of limitations observed in the current study that should be discussed
and addressed in future research on deictic relational responding. The first, and most important
limitation was that single-reversal We and They deictic frames were unable to be established for
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participants 1,3, and 4. Moreover, participants 1 and 4 did not demonstrate acquisition of simple
I and You deictic relations. Multiple exemplar training proved to be insufficient for establishing
deictic relational responding. The lack of single-reversal We and They deictic relational
responding along with lacking acquisition of even the simple I and You deictic relations suggest
that the procedures employed in the current study were insufficient to establish deictic relational
responding. Additionally, Ben’s demonstration of single-reversal We and They deictic relational
responding appeared to be already within his repertoire. Thus, it appears the procedures
employed in the current study had no effect on the establishment of single-reversal We and They
deictic relational responding.
A second limitation of the current study was the broad inclusion criteria established for
participation in the study. Participants were selected based on their ability to fluently label (i.e.
tact) pictures used in the study. ABLLS-R assessment scores were taken from participants most
recent assessment, however no PEAK-T (Dixon, 2016) assessments were conducted prior to
implementation of the current study to test relational repertoires or overall skill levels. It is
possible for PEAK-T assessments to have been conducted, however inclusion criteria were
designed to include participants with lower relational skill ability. This was done to evaluate
whether children with more sever autism spectrum disorder (ASD) could develop deictic
relational repertoires. ABLLS-R scores for WH questions and delayed tacting skills were not
taken into consideration prior to decisions of participant inclusion. These ABLLS-R skills were
likely necessary for responding to deictic relational responding questions. Therefore, it is
possible that participants did not possess the prerequisite relational skills necessary to establish
deictic relational responding skills. Future studies should be sure to include appropriate
assessment of relational repertoires and assess other prerequisite skills such as delayed tacting
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and ability to appropriately answer WH questions for potential participants prior to
implementation of procedures.
A third limitation of the current study was the utilization of double-sided picture cards as
opposed to tangible objects as employed by McHugh et al. (2004). Use of double-sided picture
cards requires that participants be able to tact the opposite side of a picture card after a period of
delay since presentation. Participants without fluent tact delay repertoires would be unable to
correctly tact the opposite side of the picture card. Future studies should consider utilizing
methods derived from the Barnes-Holmes protocol, which describe the use of tangible objects
possessed by the experimenter and the participant (McHugh et al., 2004). Utilization of
procedures derived from the Barnes-Holmes protocol negates the requirement for participants to
possess tact delay skills. In contrast to the aforementioned suggestion, future studies may also
consider assessing potential participants on tact delay skills or training tact delay skills prior to
implementation of perspective-taking tasks using double-sided pictures cards.
A fourth limitation of the current study was the use of a non-staggered multiple baseline
implementation. A non-staggered multiple baseline implementation was used to ensure all
participants would have ample exposure to the intervention procedures. This decision was made
due to participants 1, 3, and 4 all demonstrating chance-level responding during baseline.
However, future research should consider staggering the multiple baseline in order to improve
the validity of results obtained. It is entirely possible that participants would be able to
demonstrate mastery level responding due to maturation effects as opposed to intervention
effects. A staggered multiple baseline would demonstrate whether acquisition of the skill was
due to the intervention or whether it was some other factor, such as maturation.
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A fifth limitation of the current study was the inconsistency in implementation.
Inconsistencies in implementation included large periods of time between implementation due to
client cancellations, occurrence of disruptive behaviors, and the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic/endemic periods throughout the course of the study. Occurrence of disruptive
behaviors during sessions often resulted in the inability to implement procedures, adding on to
the gaps between implementation. More consistent implementation of procedures may have
resulted in better acquisition of deictic relational responding skills being trained. The ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic/endemic period has led to a number of changes in CDC recommendations
affecting staff and client availability upon the occurrence of illness. Future research should be
sure to promote more consistent implementation of procedures.
While clear acquisition of single-reversal We and They deictic relations were not
observed in the current study, there are positive points to take away. Perspective-taking is an
important skill utilized in social contexts to form and maintain relationships, and as such should
be trained thoroughly and across varying forms of interpersonal frames such as We and They.
Additionally, we indicated that participant 2 was able to demonstrate the acquisition of singlereversal We and They deictic relational responding, and participant 3 was continuing to
demonstrate progress at the time of conclusion for the current study. These results suggest that
future research should continue to investigate the acquisition of deictic relational responding
across interpersonal frames while addressing the aforementioned limitations.
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APPENDIX B
PARENT CONSENT FORM

Northern Michigan University PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES

TEACHING EMERGENT LANGUAGE
HS-21-7

What is the purpose of this study? Your child is being asked to take part in
research to study the use of Behavior Analysis and Relational Frame Theory (a
theory on language and cognitive development) to teach complex language such as
being able to infer new information or derive new skills from things that are taught.
We are asking your child to take part because they are currently already receiving
Applied Behavior Analysis services through the BEAR Center, and already have
some of the pre requisite skills to participate. Please read this form carefully and ask
any questions you may have before agreeing to take part in the study.
What will my child/ward do in this study? If you agree to your child participating in
this research, Behavior Technicians will be working with your child. The research will be
incorporated as part of their current programming, but will not replace it. The programs we will
work with your child on may be different in the specific skill being taught, but the teaching will
be very similar to what they’ve already been doing throughout their time at the BEAR Center.
This research will also include video monitoring and recording for us to be able to supervise
the research being conducted and collect additional data without being in the same room as
your child, using the same secure camera system already in use at the BEAR.
How long will it take my child/ward to do this? This is ongoing research that will happen
as part of the time that your child is already at the BEAR Center for at least the next year. If
you want your child to stop working on the programs that are part of this research, you may
withdraw them from the research at any time.
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Are there any risks of participating in the study? There is no greater risk involved with
this research than with the sessions your child is currently attending at the BEAR Center. If
your child does engage in disruptive or dangerous behavior, all of our staff are trained in
positive behavior supports and crisis intervention to maintain your child’s safety.
What are the benefits of participating in the study? Potential benefits of participating in
this study include increased use of complex language, such as expressing abstract
relationships between things or using language or skills they already know in new ways.
Will anyone know what my child/ward does or says in this study (Confidentiality)?
All information on your child will be stored following B.E.A.R. Center HIPAA policies. This
includes physical documents being kept behind two locked doors and in a locked filing
cabinet inside the B.E.A.R. Center. Electronic records will be maintained on the B.E.A.R.
Center’s encrypted servers and electronic medical records system. Access will be restricted
to the primary investigator, the responsible BCBA or BCBA-D, BEAR Center staff, and the
researcher’s faculty advisor. See attached B.E.A.R. Center Notice of Privacy Practices.
Additionally, results of this research may be used in publication and/or presentations. If
that happens, data will be de-identified and reported in such a way your child cannot be
identified, in accordance with HIPAA standards, and will not include Protected Health
Information (PHI). This includes, but is not limited to, excluding their name (a fake name may
be used), their birthday, geographic information more specific than the state, contact
information, and identifiable photographs or other visual identifiers.

Will my child/ward receive any compensation for participation? There will be
no compensation for participating in this study, and choosing not to allow your child to
participate in the study will in no way affect you or your child’s status as a client, or the
services they are receiving through the BEAR Center.
Is there a different way for my child/ward to receive this compensation or the benefits
of this study? As there is no compensation, there is no different way for your child to
receive compensation.
You are free to refuse to allow your child/ward to participate in this research project or
to withdraw your consent and discontinue your child/ward’s participation in the project at any
time without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. Your participation
will not affect your child/ward’s or your relationship with the institution(s) involved in this
research project.
If you have any further questions regarding your rights as a participant in a research project
you may contact Dr. Lisa Schade Eckert of the Human Subjects Research Review
Committee of Northern Michigan University (906-227-2300) leckert@nmu.edu. Any
questions you have regarding the nature of this research project will be answered by the
principal researcher who can be contacted as follows: Dr. Jacob Daar (906-227-2992)
jdaar@nmu.edu.

My signature below indicates that all my questions have been answered. I agree to allow
my child participate in the project as described above.
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Signature of Parent/Guardian Date Signed

Name of Child/Ward
A copy of this form has been given to me.
Parent/Guardian Initials
For the Research Investigator—I have discussed with this subject the procedure(s)
described above and the risks involved; I believe he/she understands the contents of the
consent document and is competent to give legally effective and informed consent.

Signature of Responsible Investigator Date Signed
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APPENDIX C
SIMPLE I-YOU TEACHING PROTOCOLS

Program

DTC: Simple I-YOU

Objective

When presented a picture card with an image on either side, the participant will
indicate what they see and what another person sees. The participant will also
demonstrate the skill with novel pictures.

Materials

Double-sided picture cards from stimulus set #1
Data: PEAK-E Data Sheet
Report data as “prompted” vs. “independent” for percent of
opportunities.

Recommendations

Trials: Mixed trials in blocks of 12 (i.e. 4 total trials per picture card, for 3
picture cards in each set).
Target Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% for opportunities
presented in a trial block, for two consecutive trial blocks.
Program Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% across trained
and tested trial types for each deictic relation (i.e. I-YOU & WE-THEY) and
complexity level (i.e. Simple & single-reversal) for two consecutive trial blocks.
Teaching procedure (Training): Stimulus set #1

Protocol

1) Pretrial: Prior to implementing each trial, instruct the participant to
tact the image on both sides of the stimulus card (i.e. SD: “What’s
this?”).
a. If the participant responds incorrectly..
i. Provide the correct tact of the image (i.e. full verbal
prompt)
2) Trial: Once the client independently tacts both sides of the picture
card, start the trial:
a. Hold up the picture card from the pre-trial. One side visible
the participant, the other side visible to the instructor.
b. Provide the contextual cue (i.e. SD), “What do you see?”
(YOU)
3) Wait 3-5 seconds for the participant to respond
a.

b.

Correct/Independent – Participant tacts the picture that
corresponds with appropriate SD within 5-seconds (i.e. Score
of 10).
i. Provide reinforcement in the form of social praise &
access to preferred item/activity.
Incorrect – Participant does not correctly tact within 5seconds or provides an incorrect response.
i. Follow the prompting hierarchy below and score the
trial according to the prompt required for correct
responding.
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4) Using the same stimulus card follow the teaching protocol for testing
Prompt Hierarchy:
●
●
●
●
●

10 = Correct/Independent response
8 = Gesture (i.e. Pointing to yourself (I) & client (YOU)
4 = Delayed Tact (i.e. Flash the other side of the card and gesture)
2 = Full Verbal
0 = Incorrect/No response

Program

DTC: Simple I-YOU

Objective

When presented a picture card with an image on either side, the participant will
indicate what they see and what another person sees. The participant will also
demonstrate the skill with novel pictures.

Materials

Double-sided picture cards from stimulus set #1
Data: PEAK-E Data Sheet
Report data as “incorrect” vs. “independent” for percent of
opportunities.

Recommendations

Trials: Mixed trials in blocks of 12 (i.e. 4 total trials per picture card, for 3
picture cards in each set).
Target Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% for opportunities
presented in a trial block, for two consecutive trial blocks.
Program Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% across trained
and tested trial types for each deictic relation (i.e. I-YOU & WE-THEY) and
complexity level (i.e. Simple & single-reversal).
Teaching procedure (Testing): Stimulus set #1

Protocol

5) Pretrial: Prior to implementing each trial, first instruct the participant
to tact the image on both sides of the stimulus card (i.e. SD: “What’s
this?”).
6) Trial: Once the client independently tacts both sides of the picture
card, start the trial:
a. Hold up the picture card from the pre-trial. One side visible
the participant, the other side visible to the instructor (flipped
from the train trial).
b. Provide the contextual cue (i.e. SD), “What do I see?” (I)
7) Wait 3-5 seconds for the participant to respond
8) If the participant’s response is…
a.

b.

Correct/Independent – Participant provides the response
within 5-seconds (i.e. Score of 10).
i. DO NOT provide reinforcement
Incorrect – Participant does not provide the response within
5-seconds or provides an incorrect response (i.e. Score of 0).
i. DO NOT provide prompts/feedback

Scoring:
●

10 = Correct/Independent response
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●

0 = Incorrect/No response

Additional Information

Program

DTC: Simple I-YOU

Objective

When presented a picture card with an image on either side, the participant will
indicate what they see and what another person sees. The participant will also
demonstrate the skill with novel pictures.

Materials

Double-sided picture cards from stimulus set #2
Data: PEAK-E Data Sheet
Report data as “incorrect” vs. “independent” for percent of
opportunities.

Recommendations

Trials: Mixed trials in blocks of 12 (i.e. 4 total trials per picture card, for 3
picture cards in each set).
Target Mastery Criteria: NA
Program Mastery Criteria: NA
Teaching procedure (Generalization): Stimulus set #2

Protocol

9) Pretrial: Prior to implementing each trial, first instruct the participant
to tact the image on both sides of the stimulus card (i.e. SD: “What’s
this?”).
10) Trial: Once the client independently tacts both sides of the picture
card, start the trial:
a. Hold up the picture card from the pre-trial. One side visible
the participant, the other side visible to the instructor.
b. Provide the contextual cue (i.e. SD), “What do you see?”
(YOU) then “What do I see?” (I)
11) Wait 3-5 seconds for the participant to respond
12) If the participant’s response is…
Correct/Independent – Participant provides the response
within 5-seconds (i.e. Score of 10).
i. DO NOT provide reinforcement
b. Incorrect – Participant does not provide the response within
5-seconds or provides an incorrect response (i.e. Score of 0).
i. DO NOT provide prompts/feedback
13) The next trial should include following the same teaching procedure,
but with the flipped presentation of the card from the previous trial.
Scoring:
a.

●
●
•
Additional Information

10 = Correct/Independent response
0 = Incorrect/No response
On an FR3 schedule provide high probability behavior instructions.
This will provide participants the opportunity to earn access to
reinforcement intermittently during extinction, as presented during test
trials.
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APPENDIX D
SINGLE-REVERSAL I-YOU TEACHING PROTOCOLS

Program
Objective
Materials

DTC: Single-Reversal I-YOU
When presented a picture card with an image on either side, the participant will
indicate what they see and what another person sees when perspectives are
reversed. The participant will also demonstrate the skill with novel pictures.
Double-sided picture cards from stimulus set #1
Data: PEAK-E Data Sheet
Report data as “prompted” vs. “independent” for percent of
opportunities.

Recommendations

Trials: Mixed trials in blocks of 12 (i.e. 4 total trials per picture card, for 3
picture cards in each set).
Target Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% for opportunities
presented in a trial block, for two consecutive trial blocks.

Protocol

Program Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% across trained
and tested trial types for each deictic relation (i.e. I-YOU & WE-THEY) and
complexity level (i.e. Simple & single-reversal).
Teaching procedure (Training): Stimulus set #1
14) Pretrial: Prior to implementing each trial, instruct the participant to
tact the image on both sides of the stimulus card (i.e. SD: “What’s
this?”).
a. If the participant responds incorrectly..
i. Provide the correct tact of the image (i.e. full verbal
prompt)
15) Trial: Once the client independently tacts both sides of the picture
card, start the trial:
a. Hold up the picture card from the pre-trial. One side visible
the participant, the other side visible to the instructor.
b. Provide the contextual cue (i.e. SD), “If you were me what
would you see?” (sYOU)
16) If the participant’s response is…
a. Correct/Independent – Participant provides the response
within 5-seconds (i.e. Score of 10).
i. Provide reinforcement in the form of social praise &
access to preferred item/activity.
b. Incorrect – Participant does not provide the response within
5-seconds or provides an incorrect response.
i. Follow the prompting hierarchy below and score the
trial according to the prompt required for correct
responding.
Prompt Hierarchy:
● 10 = Correct/Independent response
● 8 = Gesture (i.e. Pointing to yourself (I) & client (YOU)
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●
●
●

4 = Delayed Tact (i.e. Flash the other side of the card and gesture)
2 = Full Verbal
0 = Incorrect/No response

Additional Information

Program
Objective
Materials

DTC: Single-Reversal I-YOU
When presented a picture card with an image on either side, the participant will
indicate what they see and what another person sees when perspectives are
reversed. The participant will also demonstrate the skill with novel pictures.
Double-sided picture cards from stimulus set #1
Data: PEAK-E Data Sheet
Report data as “incorrect” vs. “independent” for percent of
opportunities.

Recommendations

Trials: Mixed trials in blocks of 12 (i.e. 4 total trials per picture card, for 3
picture cards in each set).
Target Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% for opportunities
presented in a trial block, for two consecutive trial blocks.
Program Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% across trained
and tested trial types for each deictic relation (i.e. I-YOU & WE-THEY) and
complexity level (i.e. Simple & single-reversal).

Protocol

Teaching procedure (Testing): Stimulus set #1
1) Pretrial: Prior to implementing each trial, instruct the participant to
tact the image on both sides of the stimulus card (i.e. SD: “What’s
this?”).
a. If the participant responds incorrectly..
i. Provide the correct tact of the image (i.e. full verbal
prompt)
2) Trial: Once the client independently tacts both sides of the picture
card, start the trial:
a. Hold up the picture card from the pre-trial. One side visible
the participant, the other side visible to the instructor (Flipped
from the train trial)
b. Provide the contextual cue (i.e. SD), “If I were you what
would I see?” (sI)
3) If the participant’s response is…
a. Correct/Independent – Participant provides the response
within 5-seconds (i.e. Score of 10).
i. DO NOT provide reinforcement
b. Incorrect – Participant does not provide the response within
5-seconds or provides an incorrect response (i.e. Score of 0).
i. DO NOT provide prompts/feedback
Scoring:
● 10 = Correct/Independent response
● 0 = Incorrect/No response
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Additional Information

Program
Objective
Materials

DTC: Single-Reversal I-YOU
When presented a picture card with an image on either side, the participant will
indicate what they see and what another person sees when perspectives are
reversed. The participant will also demonstrate the skill with novel pictures.
Double-sided picture cards from stimulus set #2
Data: PEAK-E Data Sheet
Report data as “incorrect” vs. “independent” for percent of
opportunities.

Recommendations

Trials: Mixed trials in blocks of 12 (i.e. 4 total trials per picture card, for 3
picture cards in each set).
Target Mastery Criteria: NA
Program Mastery Criteria: NA

Protocol

Additional Information

Teaching procedure (Generalization): Stimulus set #2
1) Pretrial: Prior to implementing each trial, instruct the participant to
tact the image on both sides of the stimulus card (i.e. SD: “What’s
this?”).
a. If the participant responds incorrectly..
i. Provide the correct tact of the image (i.e. full verbal
prompt)
2) Trial: Once the client independently tacts both sides of the picture
card, start the trial:
a. Hold up the picture card from the pre-trial. One side visible
the participant, the other side visible to the instructor
b. Provide the contextual cue (i.e. SD), “If I were you what
would I see?” (sI) and “If you were me what would you see?”
(sYOU)
3) If the participant’s response is…
a. Correct/Independent – Participant provides the response
within 5-seconds (i.e. Score of 10).
i. DO NOT provide reinforcement
b. Incorrect – Participant does not provide the response within
5-seconds or provides an incorrect response (i.e. Score of 0).
i. DO NOT provide prompts/feedback
4) The next trial should include following the same teaching procedure,
but with the flipped presentation of the card from the previous trial.
Scoring:
5) 10 = Correct/Independent response
6) 0 = Incorrect/No response
• On an FR3 schedule provide high probability behavior instructions.
This will provide participants the opportunity to earn access to
reinforcement intermittently during extinction, as presented during test
trials.
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APPENDIX E
SIMPLE WE-THEY TEACHING PROTOCOLS

Program
Objective
Materials

DTC: Simple WE-THEY
When presented a picture card with an image on either side, the participant will
indicate what him/her and a clinician see and what other clinicians see. The
participant will also demonstrate the skill with novel pictures.
Double-sided picture cards from stimulus set #1
Data: PEAK-E Data Sheet
Report data as “prompted” vs. “independent” for percent of
opportunities.
Trials: Mixed trials in blocks of 12 (i.e. 4 total trials per picture card, for 3
picture cards in each set).

Recommendations
Target Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% for opportunities
presented in a trial block, for two consecutive trial blocks.
Program Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% across trained
and tested trial types for each deictic relation (i.e. I-YOU & WE-THEY) and
complexity level (i.e. Simple & single-reversal).

Protocol

Teaching procedure (Training): Stimulus set #1
17) Pretrial: Prior to implementing each trial, first instruct the participant
to tact the image on both sides of the stimulus card (i.e. SD: “What’s
this?”).
a. If the participant responds incorrectly…
i. Provide the correct tact of the picture (i.e. full
verbal)
18) Trial: Once the client independently tacts both sides of the picture
card, start the trial:
a. Hold up the picture card from the pre-trial. One side visible
the participant, the other side visible to the instructor.
b. Provide the contextual cue (i.e. SD), “What do we see?” (WE)
19) Wait 3-5 seconds for participant to respond
20) If the participant’s response is…
a. Correct/Independent – Participant provides the response
within 5-seconds (i.e. Score of 10).
i. Provide reinforcement in the form of social praise &
access to preferred item/activity.
b. Incorrect – Participant does not provide the response within
5-seconds or provides an incorrect response.
i. Follow the prompting hierarchy below and score the
trial according to the prompt required for correct
responding.
21) Using the same stimulus card follow the teaching protocol for testing
Prompt Hierarchy:
● 10 = Correct/Independent response
● 8 = Gesture (i.e. Pointing to yourself (I) & client (YOU)
● 4 = Delayed Tact (i.e. Flash the other side of the card and gesture)
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●
●

2 = Full Verbal
0 = Incorrect/No response

Additional Information

Program
Objective
Materials

Simple WE-THEY
When presented a picture card with an image on either side, the participant will
indicate what him/her and a clinician see and what other clinicians see. The
participant will also demonstrate the skill with novel pictures.
Double-sided picture cards from stimulus set #2
Data: PEAK-E Data Sheet
Report data as “incorrect” vs. “independent” for percent of
opportunities.

Recommendations

Trials: Mixed trials in blocks of 12 (i.e. 4 total trials per picture card, for 3
picture cards in each set).
Target Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% for opportunities
presented in a trial block, for two consecutive trial blocks.

Protocol

Program Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% across trained
and tested trial types for each deictic relation (i.e. I-YOU & WE-THEY) and
complexity level (i.e. Simple & single-reversal).
Teaching procedure (Testing): Stimulus set #1
22) Prior to implementing each trial, first instruct the participant to tact the
image on both sides of the stimulus card (i.e. SD: “What’s this?”).
a. If the participant responds incorrectly…
i. Provide the correct tact of the picture (i.e. full
verbal)
23) Trial: Once the client independently tacts both sides of the picture
card, start the trial:
a. Hold up the picture card from the pre-trial. One side visible
the participant, the other side visible to the instructor (Flipped
from the train trial).
b. Provide the contextual cue (i.e. SD), “What do they see?”
(THEY)
24) Wait 3-5 seconds for the participant to respond…
25) If the participant’s response is…
a. Correct/Independent – Participant provides the response
within 5-seconds (i.e. Score of 10).
i. DO NOT provide reinforcement
b. Incorrect – Participant does not provide the response within
5-seconds or provides an incorrect response (i.e. Score of 0).
i. DO NOT provide prompts/feedback
Scoring:
● 10 = Correct/Independent response
● 0 = Incorrect/No response

Additional Information
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Program
Objective
Materials

Recommendations

DTC: Simple WE-THEY
When presented a picture card with an image on either side, the participant will
indicate what him/her and a clinician see and what other clinicians see. The
participant will also demonstrate the skill with novel pictures.
Double-sided picture cards from stimulus set #2
Data: PEAK-E Data Sheet
Report data as “incorrect” vs. “independent” for percent of
opportunities.
Trials: Mixed trials in blocks of 12 (i.e. 4 total trials per picture card, for 3
picture cards in each set).
Target Mastery Criteria: NA

Protocol

Program Mastery Criteria: NA
Teaching procedure (Generalization): Stimulus set #2
26) Pretrial: Prior to implementing each trial, first instruct the participant
to tact the image on both sides of the stimulus card (i.e. SD: “What’s
this?”).
a. If the participant responds incorrectly…
i. Provide the correct tact of the picture (i.e. full
verbal)
27) Trial: Once the client independently tacts both sides of the picture
card, start the trial:
a. Hold up the picture card from the pre-trial. One side visible
the participant, the other side visible to the instructor.
b. Provide the contextual cue (i.e. SD), “What do we see?” (WE)
and “What do they see?” (THEY)
28) Wait 3-5 seconds for the participant to respond…
29) If the participant’s response is…
a. Correct/Independent – Participant provides the response
within 5-seconds (i.e. Score of 10).
i. DO NOT provide reinforcement
b. Incorrect – Participant does not provide the response within
5-seconds or provides an incorrect response (i.e. Score of 0).
i. DO NOT provide prompts/feedback
30) The next trial should include following the same teaching procedure,
but with the flipped presentation of the card from the previous trial.
Scoring:
● 10 = Correct/Independent response
● 0 = Incorrect/No response
•

Additional Information

On an FR3 schedule provide high probability behavior instructions.
This will provide participants the opportunity to earn access to
reinforcement intermittently during extinction, as presented during test
trials.
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APPENDIX F
SINGLE-REVERSAL WE-THEY TEACHING PROTOCOLS

Program
Objective
Materials

DTC: Single-Reversal WE-THEY
When presented a picture card with an image on either side, the participant will
indicate what they see and what another person sees when perspectives are
reversed. The participant will also demonstrate the skill with novel pictures.
Double-sided picture cards from stimulus set #1
Data: PEAK-E Data Sheet
Report data as “prompted” vs. “independent” for percent of
opportunities.

Recommendations

Trials: Mixed trials in blocks of 12 (i.e. 4 total trials per picture card, for 3
picture cards in each set).
Target Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% for opportunities
presented in a trial block, for two consecutive trial blocks.

Protocol

Program Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% across trained
and tested trial types for each deictic relation (i.e. I-YOU & WE-THEY) and
complexity level (i.e. Simple & single-reversal).
Teaching procedure (Training): Stimulus set #1
31) Pretrial: Prior to implementing each trial, instruct the participant to
tact the image on both sides of the stimulus card (i.e. SD: “What’s
this?”).
a. If the participant responds incorrectly..
i. Provide the correct tact of the image (i.e. full verbal
prompt)
32) Trial: Once the client independently tacts both sides of the picture
card, start the trial:
a. Hold up the picture card from the pre-trial. One side visible
the participant, the other side visible to the instructor.
b. Provide the contextual cue (i.e. SD), “If we were them what
would we see?” (sWE)
33) If the participant’s response is…
a. Correct/Independent – Participant provides the response
within 5-seconds (i.e. Score of 10).
i. Provide reinforcement in the form of social praise &
access to preferred item/activity.
b. Incorrect – Participant does not provide the response within
5-seconds or provides an incorrect response.
i. Follow the prompting hierarchy below and score the
trial according to the prompt required for correct
responding.
Prompt Hierarchy:
● 10 = Correct/Independent response
● 8 = Gesture (i.e. Pointing to yourself (I) & client (YOU)
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●
●
●

4 = Delayed Tact (i.e. Flash the other side of the card and gesture)
2 = Full Verbal
0 = Incorrect/No response

Additional Information

Program
Objective
Materials

DTC: Single-Reversal WE-THEY
When presented a picture card with an image on either side, the participant will
indicate what they see and what another person sees when perspectives are
reversed. The participant will also demonstrate the skill with novel pictures.
Double-sided picture cards from stimulus set #2
Data: PEAK-E Data Sheet
Report data as “incorrect” vs. “independent” for percent of
opportunities.

Recommendations

Trials: Mixed trials in blocks of 12 (i.e. 4 total trials per picture card, for 3
picture cards in each set).
Target Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% for opportunities
presented in a trial block, for two consecutive trial blocks.
Program Mastery Criteria: Independent response score of 90% across trained
and tested trial types for each deictic relation (i.e. I-YOU & WE-THEY) and
complexity level (i.e. Simple & single-reversal).

Protocol

Teaching procedure (Testing): Stimulus set #1
34) Pretrial: Prior to implementing each trial, instruct the participant to
tact the image on both sides of the stimulus card (i.e. SD: “What’s
this?”).
a. If the participant responds incorrectly..
i. Provide the correct tact of the image (i.e. full verbal
prompt)
35) Trial: Once the client independently tacts both sides of the picture
card, start the trial:
a. Hold up the picture card from the pre-trial. One side visible
the participant, the other side visible to the instructor (Flipped
from the train trial)
b. Provide the contextual cue (i.e. SD), “If they were us what
would they see?” (sThey)
36) If the participant’s response is…
a. Correct/Independent – Participant provides the response
within 5-seconds (i.e. Score of 10).
i. DO NOT provide reinforcement
b. Incorrect – Participant does not provide the response within
5-seconds or provides an incorrect response (i.e. Score of 0).
i. DO NOT provide prompts/feedback
Scoring:
• 10 = Correct/Independent response
• 0 = Incorrect/No response
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Additional Information

Program
Objective
Materials

DTC: Single-Reversal WE-THEY
When presented a picture card with an image on either side, the participant will
indicate what they see and what another person sees when perspectives are
reversed. The participant will also demonstrate the skill with novel pictures.
Double-sided picture cards from stimulus set #2
Data: PEAK-E Data Sheet
Report data as “incorrect” vs. “independent” for percent of
opportunities.

Recommendations

Trials: Mixed trials in blocks of 12 (i.e. 4 total trials per picture card, for 3
picture cards in each set).
Target Mastery Criteria: NA
Program Mastery Criteria: NA

Protocol

Teaching procedure (Generalization): Stimulus set #2
37) Pretrial: Prior to implementing each trial, instruct the participant to
tact the image on both sides of the stimulus card (i.e. SD: “What’s
this?”).
a. If the participant responds incorrectly..
i. Provide the correct tact of the image (i.e. full verbal
prompt)
38) Trial: Once the client independently tacts both sides of the picture
card, start the trial:
a. Hold up the picture card from the pre-trial. One side visible
the participant, the other side visible to the instructor
b. Provide the contextual cue (i.e. SD), “If we were them what
would we see?” (sWE) and “If they were us what would they
see?” (sThey)
39) If the participant’s response is…
a. Correct/Independent – Participant provides the response
within 5-seconds (i.e. Score of 10).
i. DO NOT provide reinforcement
b. Incorrect – Participant does not provide the response within
5-seconds or provides an incorrect response (i.e. Score of 0).
i. DO NOT provide prompts/feedback
40) The next trial should include following the same teaching procedure,
but with the flipped presentation of the card from the previous trial.
Scoring:
41) 10 = Correct/Independent response
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Additional Information

42) 0 = Incorrect/No response
• On an FR3 schedule provide high probability behavior instructions.
This will provide participants the opportunity to earn access to
reinforcement intermittently during extinction, as presented during test
trials.
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APPENDIX G
DATA SHEET
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APPENDIX H
PROCEDURAL FIEDELITY CHECKLIST

Date: ___________ Technician: _______ Observer: _______ Participant: ________

Objectives

Opportunities

Times
Missed

% of
successful
opportunities

Uses correct stimuli set for
training/testing,
generalization, or additional
training trial types
Pretrial: Prior to
implementing each trial, the
clinician instructs the
participant to tact the image
on both sides of the stimulus
card
Trial: Delivers Crel (SD)
clearly and according to
relation/complexity level
Follows feedback procedures
correctly for train/test trials
Follows prompt hierarchies
appropriately for training
trials
Flips picture card presentation
between train-test trials and
within generalization trials as
written in the protocol
Records data accurately (IOA)

Overall Score: ___________

Target Score:

Observer Signature: ________________________________
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90%

Comments

APPENDIX I
STIMULUS SETS

Stimulus Set #1: Train/Test
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Stimulus Set #2: Transfer of Function
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Stimulus Set #3: Multiple Exemplar Training
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